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1. LOCATION

The competition area is located in Vaskijärvi area, 
Southwest Finland.

The competition area covers parts of Pöytyä, Mynämäki 
and Eura municipalities.

2. SCHEDULE

Friday 23.8.2019

17.30 Road signage ready
18.00 Competition Centre opens
18.00 Competition info at Yläne School opens
18.00 Accommodation at Yläne School opens
21.00 - 22.30 Supper at Yläne school 
23.00 Competition info at Yläne School closes
23.00 Silence in Competition Centre and 
          Yläne School starts

Saturday 24.8.2019

06.00 Transportation starts from Tampere
07.00 Silence in Competition Centre and 
          Yläne School ends
07.00 Transportation starts from Turku
07.15-08.00 Breakfast at Yläne school
07.30 Competition info at Competition Centre opens
08.00 Canteen opens at Competition Centre
08.15 Transportation from Yläne School 
          to Competition Centre
09.00 Distribution of maps / 24h & 8h MTB 
11.00 Start / 8h MTB 
12.00 Start / 24h

... Saturday continues  

13.00 Distribution of maps  / 4h
14.00 Start / 4h 
14.00 Hash House opens
17.00 Warm meal serving at Hash House starts
18.00 Finish / 4h
19.00 Finish / 8h MTB 
20.00 Prize giving ceremony / 
          Finnish scouts junior classes
21.00 Prize giving ceremony / 8h MTB
21.00 Distribution of maps / 8h
23.00 Start  / 8h

Sunday 25.8.2019

07.00 Finish / 8h
07.00 Food service at Yläne School starts
09.00 Prize giving ceremony / 8h
11.00 Hash House closes
12.00 Finish / 24h
14.00 Prize giving ceremony / 24h
15.00 Food serving closes at Yläne School 
15.00 Transportation to Turku and Tampere 
          from Yläne school
16.00 Yläne school closes

Finland

Sweden

Norway

Russia
Estonia

Latvia
Lithuania
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3. EMBARGOED AREA

Competitors, team officials, and other persons, who, 
through knowledge of the terrain may influence the results 
of the competition, are not allowed to enter an embargoed 
area between 16.12.2018-25.8.2019.

The restriction covers 24h, 8h MTB and 8h races.

The participants of the 4 h public race are allowed to use 
the area until Sunday 18.8.2019.

Nevertheless, it is allowed:

- to cross the forbidden areas using the green roads 
marked on the map.
- to row, paddle etc on the big lakes  (Koskeljärvi, 
   Elijärvi)
- to visit the properties in the area, which 
   does not include ”walking in the woods” 
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4. COMPETITION CENTRE & YLÄNE SCHOOL

Competition activities are located in two different places, 
Competition Centre and Yläne school.

Competition Centre is located in the competition area. 

Services in the Competition Centre:  
- registration on Saturday
- distribution of maps
- route planning
- start
- Hash House (=meals during competition) 
- service during competition  
- finish 
- results reading from the electronic competition card

Services in Yläne school:
 
- registration on Friday
- hard floor accommodation (Friday-Saturday night)
- meals after the race 
- washup 
- prize-giving ceremony
- bus transport back to Turku/Tampere
- hard floor accommodation, Saturday-Sunday night, (4 h 
& 8 h MTB). 

In Yläne school it is forbidden to wear shoes indoors.

On Friday the Competition info is located at Yläne School 
and on Saturday at the Competition Centre.

Yläne school is located outside the competition area. 
Competitors won`t be visiting the school during the race. 
Competitiors staying at the school shall take all equipment 
needed in the competition with them when moving to the 
Competition Centre. 
On Saturday morning, there will be transport available 
from Yläne School to Competition Centre for those, who 
do not have transportation of their own.

In case the competitors feel too tired to drive after the 
competition, they can rest in their tents in the competition 
center.

The distance between Yläne school and Competition 
Centre is 11 kilometres, driving time 15 minutes.

Competition Centre map will be found in page 15.

Yläne school, map link >>
Guidance start point to Competition Centre, map link  >>

5. ACCREDITATION PACKAGE

Teams can collect their accreditation package at 
Competition info. On Friday it is located at Yläne school 
and on Saturday at Competition Centre. 

Accreditation package includes:

- start number bibs
- safety pins for start number bibs

- sealable package for mobile phone to be taken to the 
race
- pre-purchased breakfast/evening meal tickets
- free tickets to “Yläne luontokapinetti”
- greetings from Pöytyä municipality

6. ACCOMMODATION

There is hard floor accommodation available in Yläne 
School for Friday-Saturday night before the competition. 
Please take your own mattress. There will be no mattresses 
provided by the organizers. 

Teams can also camp at the Competition Centre in their 
own tents on friday night.  At the Competition Centre, 
there will be drinking water and toilets available already 
on Friday, but no other services.

4 h & 8h MTB competitors can also use hard floor 
accommodation on Saturday-Sunday night after the race.

Teams appreciating more high quality accommodation 
before or after the race, can use services provided by our 
local commercial accommodation partners:

Kuralan Kartanotila
https://www.kuralankartanotila.fi/
Distance to Competition Centre 12 
kilometres, driving time 15 minutes

Sieravuori
https://www.sieravuori.fi/ 
Distance to Competition Centre 29 
kilometres, driving time 27 minutes 

Both companies will give -10% discount from normal 
prices for FRC 2019 competitors. Please mention you are 
FRC competitor while booking. Reservations are made 
directly from the accommodation companies.

7. ADDITIONAL CATERING

There will be additional catering available as follows:

- Friday light supper, 6 €/person 
- Saturday breakfast,  8 €/person (at the Yläne school)
- Sunday breakfast, 8 €/person  
   (4 h/ 8 h MTB staying at school after the race) 

Breakfast: Coffee, tea, juice, porridge, bread (+ cheese, cold 
cuts, salad, cucumber, tomato), joghurt, fruits, boiled egg.

Evening meal: Tea, warm sandwiches, fruity quark.

Additional catering should have been ordered with the 
registration. You can not order additional catering any 
more.

All catering during the race and after finishing the race is 
included in the competition fee and do not need to be 
ordered in advance. 

https://asiointi.maanmittauslaitos.fi/karttapaikka/?lang=fi&share=customMarker&n=6758117&e=251309&title=Yl%C3%A4neen+koulu&desc=&zoom=9&layers=%5B%7B%22id%22%3A2%2C%22opacity%22%3A100%7D%5D
https://asiointi.maanmittauslaitos.fi/karttapaikka/?lang=fi&share=customMarker&n=6755693&e=247355&title=Opastus+kilpailukeskukseen&desc=&zoom=8&layers=%5B%7B%22id%22%3A2%2C%22opacity%22%3A100%7D%5D
http://www.kuralankartanotila.fi
https://www.sieravuori.fi
http://www.sieravuori.fi
http://www.kuralankartanotila.fi
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8. ARRIVAL AND PARKING

Car parking at the Competition Centre will be implemented 
as roadside parking. No parking permits or fees needed. 
The walking distance from parking to the Competition 
Center is maximum of 900 metres. 

Only one side of the road is used for parking. Driving 
to road Honkilahdentie is permitted only from road 
Mynämäentie (road number 2020). Honkilahdentie road 
will be a one-way road during the competition (driving 
allowed only from south to north). The speed limit close to 
the competition center is 30 km/h.

While visiting Yläne school cars can be parked on the 
school yard.
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repeat the steps from 1 to 5.

The seals of competition cards and phone bags will be 
checked at the finish. A broken seal will disqualify the team 
until the Jury decides otherwise.

The competition start is located at the Competition Centre.

10. ROUTE PLANNING

There is no indoor space available for route planning at the 
Competition Centre.

Teams are encouraged to bring their own tents to be used 
while planning the route. While the tent area is mostly 
forest, it is easier to use a compact hiking tent than a 
bigger camping tent. 

There will be some rain shelters at the Competition Centre 
for the teams that do not have their own tent, to be used 
if rain occurs.

Teams are also allowed to do the route planning in 
their own cars. It is forbidden to move the car after the 
delivering of the maps has started. Moving the car after 
the delivering of the maps has started will set the team as 
disqualified until the Jury decides otherwise.

The use of computers, tablets, smart phones or any other 
similar electronic devices is forbidden in route planning. 
The organizers have the right to control the rule being 
followed for example by visiting the competitor tents and 
cars.

Route planning must take place within the competition 
center. This includes the road side parking area.

11. MAPS

The competition map is mapped in 2019, scale 1:30 000, 
contour interval 5 m, map size A1 (594 x 840 mm). Maps 
will be high quality printed.  4 h race will have medium 
quality printed map, size A3. 

Maps will be printed on waterproof and tear resistant 
synthetic paper.

Although the map paper is water resistant, the printing 
might not resist continuous several hour rain with rubbing.  
On rainy weather, please use plastic map cover provided 
by the organizers. Plastic map cover is A2 size, in 4h class 
A3 size. 

Each member of a team will get his/her own map.

There will be some destricted areas marked on the map. 

Forbidden areas are indicated with the following symbol/
marking on the map:

9. MAP DELIVERY AND PREPARING TO START

Maps will be handed out in the start area. Class specific 
start time table is shown in section “2. Schedule”. 
The competitors must have their competition bibs visible 
when coming to pick up their competition maps. Only 
competitors wearing a bib number are allowed to enter 
the map area.  
To make the map hand-out as smooth as possible, only 
one member per team is allowed to enter the map area. 
Competitors may not enter the map area earlier than 10 
minutes before the hand-out starts. Each team´s maps are 
placed in a plastic bag marked with team´s competition 
number. The maps can be picked up only after the 
organizers give a permission to do so. After having picked 
up the maps the competitors are free to start planning 
their routes, in the competition center in tents or in cars. 
Delivering of maps on the start area closes one (1) hour 
after it has started, exluding the 4h race, where the map 
delivering time is 20 minutes. After those times maps can 
be picked up at the competition info.

Each competitor must have his/her electric competition 
card sealed at least half an hour before the start. The card 
is sealed to the competitors´ wrist at the competition info 
by the organizers in a way that it can not be unfastened 
during the race. Punching cards are not included in 
the team material bags but will be handed out at the 
competition office, at the sealing point. During the SI-card 
sealing process, teams will also receive their gps tracking 
device. Please check that the numbers of SI-cards and gps 
device are the same as printed in your bib number.  

Teams must seal the mobile phone they are taking to 
the race. The package for the sealing is found in the 
accreditation package. Phones must be sealed at least 
half an hour before the start. The power must be turned 
off before sealing the phones. The bag material itself is 
waterproof but the tape used for the sealing is not.

Start takes place in the competition center. Teams will 
enter the start area through a gate, after which:

1. The organizers will check the punching cards are sealed 
properly
2. The organizers will check that the team has the mandatory 
equipment to be carried during the competition
3. Checking for forbidden device (Please see chapter 34, 
rules interpretations)
4. The punching cards are punched for clearing them
5. The punching cards are check punched 
6. The punching cards are start punched 

All team members must enter the start gate at the same 
time, via the same checking line, to enable the obligatory 
team gear checking process to be executed smoothly.

All teams that lack the start punch will be disqualified, 
unless the jury of the competition decides otherwise.

After entering the start area the competitors are no longer 
allowed to exit the area untill the start has taken place. If 
a competitor for some reason leaves the area before the 
start, must (s)he enter the area again through the gate and 



Besides are all private properties/yards marked in olive 
green forbidden areas. It is allowed to use roads going 
beside the private properties. In some places, olive green 
colour has been removed, to show allowed passages 
through private yards. 

All fields and meadows marked yellow in the map are out of 
bounds. The organizers will monitor illegal field passaging 
with gps tracking. To achieve optimal route choices, there 
should be no need to pass any fields or meadows. 

The start is marked with a triangle and the finish is marked 
with a double circle. Start and finish are very close to each 
other, so the symbols partly overlap on the competition 
map. Hash House is located near start and finish in the 
competition center.

12. TERRAIN AND RESTRICTIONS

The competition area is very diverse and can be divided in 
different types of terrain. In the north there are cultivated 
and more populated areas typical for south-west Finland. 
Most of the area has a dense network of forest roads. 

The southern 
part of the area 
includes one of 
the southern 
Finland’s most 
isolated forests, 
the Vaskijärvi 
strict nature 
reserve, which is 
out of bounds for 
the competitors. 
However the 
areas surrounding 
the nature reserve 
are often similar 
to it, having wide 
marshes and primeval forests. 

The competition area can be said to include almost all types 
of terrain found in south-west Finland: open marshes, hills 
composed of bare rock, agricultural areas, lake shores, 
and coniferous and deciduous forests. The majority of the 
forests in the competition area are harvested regularly, so 
there are a lot of different age thickets and recently planted 
areas. The orienteering also varies in different areas. There 
are very detailed areas as well as larger forms, offering 
both detailed orienteering and challenges for choosing 
the right route.

Vaskijärvi Nature Park is STRICKTLY OUT-OF-BOUNDS 
but you may use the paths marked on the map to cross 
the park.  The organizers will control that the competitors 
only use the park paths and do not enter other park areas. 
Controlling this is performed in real-time by following 
competitor gps signals from the terrain, and also by 
organizers patrolling in the park area.  Park limits are 
indicated in the terrain by info plates. You must respect 
all the out-of-bounds areas marked on the map. Entering 
forbidden areas will lead to disqualification. 

Be careful not to damage recently planted new forest areas.

It is forbidden to leave any kind of litter on the track.

The duckboards (http://sm2019.turkurogaining.fi/
attachments/Image/maisema_2.jpg) in Vaskijärvi Nature 
Park may be in very poor condition. Pay extra attention 
where you place your feet when you run along the 
duckboards in the park. 

The MTB class restrictions (forbidden areas) are informed 
in Section 37 on page 12.

On the two resting place along the marked Vaskijärvi route, 
there are mailboxes containing Vaskijärvi nature reserve 
quest book. Competitors are encouraged to make a note 
of their visit to the quest book.

http://sm2019.turkurogaining.fi/attachments/Image/maisema_2.jpg
http://sm2019.turkurogaining.fi/attachments/Image/maisema_2.jpg
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13. CONTROLS AND PUNCHING SYSTEM

Each control site is equipped with an orange-white control 
flag, a reflector and with an electronic punching unit. All 
controls sites will have only one electronic punching unit. 
Teams should notice this especially on the controls near 
the start. There will also be a mechanical pin punching 
device in case if the electronic punching unit fails. There are 
reserve punching slots (R1-R4) in one corner of the map 
to be used with mechanical punching. Reseve punching 
slots should be used in numeric order despite the control 
number.

Control descriptions are printed on the front side of the 
competition map. Loose copies of  the control descriptions 
(not water resistant) will also be available.

The control descriptions follow IOF control descriptions 
from 2018. 

The electronic punching system used in the competition 
is SPORTident (SI). The SI cards are provided by the 
organizers. You cannot use your own SI cards. Some of 
the cards are SI ActiveCards (SIAC). Regardless of the card 
type, the punching is done by placing the punching cards

Map samples  (not in right scale) 

narrow end to the punching station hole so that there 
is a physical contact between the card and the station. 
Successful punching is indicated by both an optical 
(LED flash) and acoustic (beep) feedback. You can test 
punching in the competition center at the model control.

A lost SI card will cause a 80 euro fee.

SI-cards:                  SI punching unit:

https://orienteering.sport/iof/resources/control-descriptions/
https://orienteering.sport/iof/resources/control-descriptions/
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14. PUNCHING & VISITING CONTROLS

All team members must stay together, i.e. within 20 metres 
from each other during the whole race and all team 
members must punch within 90 seconds. 

The 20 metre rule can be ignored while the whole team is 
staying at the Competition Centre.

Competitors are not allowed to rest within 100 meters 
from control, unless the control is a refreshment control.

15. COUNTING POINTS

The controls are numbered from 10 to 110. The first control 
digit indicates the control value. For example, control 24 
produces 2 points. Controls with three digits are worth 10 
points. For example, control 110 produces 10 points. 

The are some 80 controls in 24h and 8h classes. Collecting 
all the controls leads to a route that is clearly over 140 km. 

In 4h class there are clearly less controls than in the longer 
classes. 

The team that collects the biggest amount of points is the 
winner of the class. If two teams collect exactly the same 
amount of points, the faster team is the winner. 

If a team enters the finish late (after the specified ending 
time of the class), four (4) points will be deducted per each 
minute starting from the class ending time. 

If a team is more than 30 minutes late, it will be disqualified.

16. REFRESHMENT CONTROLS

There are 3 main water stations in the terrain. These are 
marked on the map with the following symbols:

Water is available at the main water stations. The teams can 
also leave their own bottles to be transported to the main 
water stations by the organizers. Bottles to be transported 
must be left to specific baskets at the competition 
center. The bottles must be clearly marked with the team 
competition (bib) number. 

The baskets are marked with numbers that correspond with 
the water station number on the map.  There are different 
baskets for each competition class (for example: ”Water 
station 1, 24h”). Make sure that you place your bottles to 
the right basket - regarding both the station number and 
competition class. 
The water station baskets are placed at the competition 
center in a place that will be given in Bulletin III. The water 
bottles are transported to the water stations within a 

maximum of one hour since the start of each class. The 
transportation service applies only to bottles containing 
liquids. Anything else, for example energy gels or drink 
powders, will not be transported to the water stations by 
the organizers. 
You may leave empty bottles to the baskets in the water 
stations to be transported back to the competition center. 
Make sure that these bottles are clearly marked with the 
team number. Anything else than empty bottles will not 
be transported back to the competition center by the 
organizers. 

The maximum amount of drinks to be transported by the 
organizers is 3 liters per team member, per main water 
station. 

In the 4h race, there is only one main water station (water 
station number 2) where own bottles can be left to be 
transported.

Besides of main water stations there are additional water 
stations in the terrain which only provide water. These 
stations are not manned and they may for example be 
local wells or taps in buildings. These unmanned stations 
are marked on the map with the same symbol as the main 
water stations but without a number.

Water stations might not be on the main road. They might 
be placed on the smaller side roads crossing the main road.  
Please check carefully the center point of the water point 
symbol on the map. Two water stations are placed on the 
control points.  On those places, the water station symbol 
is beside the control point circle and does not tell the exact 
place of the water point. Control descriptions tells which 
control points works also as water stations.

17. HASH HOUSE

During the competition competitors can eat and drink in 
the Hash House located at the Competition Centre. 
Hash House opening hours:

Saturday 14.00 - 17.00 
Cold snack available

Saturday  17.00 - 
Sunday 11.00 
Warm food available

Warm meal menu:

- Macaroni casserole + salad
- Vegetable soup + cottage 
cheese
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Drink options: Water, juice, coffee, tea, milk, hot chocolate

Competitors can visit Hash House as many times as they 
want, eat as much as they want. Some restrictions of 
amounts of some products may occur. 

You must eat all the food you take from Hash House in 
the marked dining area.  You are not allowed to take any 
food with you away from the Hash House. This way we can 
quarantee the sufficiency of food to all competitors.

You can eat at the Hash House only during the race. 
After the competitors have finished the race, they are not 
anymore served at Hash House but are asked to move to 
Yläne School where they are served in the school restaurant.
(Plese check exception for teams entering finish at the 
night time in chapter 23).

Hash House service during the race and the meal after the 
race in Yläne school are included in the entry fee.

18. TRANSPORTATION

There will be bus transport available to the Competition 
Centre as follows: 

- From Tampere, Saturday 24.8.2019,  06.00
- From Turku, Saturday 24.8.2019, 07.00

Starting points for the transports:

Turku: Turku Bus Station, Läntinen Pitkäkatu 9, 20100 Turku

Tampere: Tampere Bus Station, Hatanpään Valtatie 5-7, 
33100 Tampere.

The transportation will take you directly to the competition 
center (not via the school).

Return transportation from Yläne school to Turku/Tampere 
on Sunday 25.8.2018 at 15.00. 

The return ticket from Tampere  costs 25 € and from Turku 
20 €.  

Registration to the transports has already closed. You can 
not register to the transports any more.

19. EQUIPMENT
Each competitor must have (obligatory):
- a whistle
- a safety reflector  (8 h & 24 h)
- a helmet (8 h MTB)

Each team must have (obligatory):
- a mobile phone, sealed in the package provided with the 
accreditation package
- a first aid kit
- gps tracking device (provided by the organizers)

Recommended equipment for each competitor:
- a water container
- some food
- compass
- torch (e.g. head light) (24 h & 8 h )
- wind/rainproof jacket (according to the weather)

Recommended equipment for each team:
- a knife and matches (waterproof packed)
- emergency blanket ( 24 h & 8 h )
- hiking tent (to be used while planning the route and as a 
teams own service tent at the Competition Centre)
- a water proof bag (for example a plastic grip bag) to 
protect the sealed mobile phone bag 

Safety reflector must be visible on twilight/dark times.

8 h MTB competitors must wear helmet on their head all 
time during the race, also when running/walking without 
the bike. The helmet can be dismantled when staying at 
the Competition Centre.

All obligatory equipment must be carried at all times. You 
cannot leave any obligatory equipment on the trail, not 
even for a short period of time. However, you can leave 
other than obligatory equipment on the trail, but only 
after the start of the race and you must have it with you 
when you finish your race. You are not allowed to leave 
equipment on the trail and pick it up after the race.

Teams are free to complete their non-obligarory equipment 
during the race at the Competition Centre. 

20. MAKING OPEN FIRE AND USING STOVES
There are two fireplaces along the marked hiking routes 
where making of open fire is allowed, in case the forest 
fire warning is not valid. On those places, there are also 
latrines. Latrines are not equipped with toilet paper by 
the organizers.  These places are marked on the map as 
follows:

Making open fire is prohibited elsewhere. 

The firewood situation on Friday 9.8.2019 has been as 
follows:

On the southern fireplace there is a several cubic meter 
pile of  firewood.

On the northern fireplace there is only a small amount 
of branch collected from the ground. A bigger pile of 
firewood is located 400 meters nortwest from the fireplace 
along the hiking route.

Firewood piles are not covered from rain.
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Android ja iPhone phones without costs from application 
shops. 

23. FINISHING PROCEDURE

The finish is located at the Competition Centre. All members 
of the team must punch in the finish. The competition time 
ends when the last member of the team punches at the 
finish.

After the team members has punched at the finish, the 
team will be quided to the checking point, where the 

- seals of the mobile phone and punching card  will be 
checked.
- the gps device will be given to the organizers

From the checking point the team is directed to the results 
office, where

- the punching card is read
- the punching card is given to the organizers

There will be water and juice available on the finish.

After this the competitors should take all their equipment 
with them and move to the Yläne school with their own 
cars. There will be transportation by the organizers to 
those teams which do not have a car of their own.

On Sunday morning, serving food at Yläne school starts at 
07:00. Teams finishing their race between 22:00-06:00 shall 
eat their food at the Has House in the competition center.
 
Competition maps are not collected in the finish by the 
organizers. The competitors may not show the maps to 
competitors still waiting for their start.

24. CANTEEN

There will be canteen at the Hash House, where team 
officials and audience can buy food, coffee etc.  Both cash 
and credit cards are accepted.

25. FIRST AID

Each team must have a first aid kit. At the Competition 
Centre there will be a first aid team on call all the time 
during the race. 

26. WASHUP AND TOILETS

There are showers at the Yläne School to be used after the 
race. Competitors staying over night at Yläne school, can 
also use showers on friday night and saturday morning, if 
needed.

There are toilets at the Competition Centre and at the 
Yläne school.

27. RESULTS

Results will be published at the Competition Centre and 

On the Competition Centre there will be fireplace 
maintained by the organizers all night long, which can 
be used as warming or drying clothes. Otherwise making 
open fire at the competition center is prohibited.

Using of own stoves is allowed all over the competition 
area,  with sufficient caution.

Additional restrictions of making open fire and using own 
stoves may occur if the terrain is extraordinary dry.  

Smoking on the route is prohibited according the IRF 
rogaining rules. In the competition center there is one 
smoking place, marked on the competition center map. 

21. GPS-TRACKING

All classes will be gps-tracked. All teams must carry a gps 
device provided by the organizers all the time during the 
race. The power of the gps tracking device must not be 
turned off. The weight of the tracking device including 
batteries is 93 grams. In the 4 hour race the tracking device 
will be a little bit lighter.

The routes of the gps equipped teams can be followed 
online on the competition www-pages during the race. 
There will be some time delay in the tracking to minimize 
the possibility of misuse.

The tracking will be available after the 24 h race has started.

The tracking can also be followed on the screen in the 
Competition Centre.

A lost gps device will cause a 250 euro fee.

22. IN CASE OF EMERGENCY

If your team faces an emergency during the competition, 
you must notify the organizers of the event immediately 
for further assistance, if it is needed.

In case of life threatening emergency, you must call 112, 
the common emergency number. In case you call the 
common emergency number, remember also to call the 
competition office at +358 44 575 9223.

If it is a less hazardous emergency, please call the 
organizers´ number +358 44 575 9223. There is a 24 hour 
service at this number. Please register this number on the 
mobile phone which you carry with you during the race.

You can switch on your mobile phone during the race, 
but only in case of emergency. Using of mobile phones 
will be monitored. You may call +358 44 575 9223 also if 
a checkpoint has been vandalized, there is no water at a 
water post or you come across another technical problem 
along the course.

All teams are encouraged to install a “112 Suomi” mobile 
application to their mobile phones. In life threating 
situations, when using the application to call help, the 
caller´s location will be automatically transmitted to the 
emergency center. The application can be loaded to 
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they will be also delivered to the Yläne school. Results will 
also be published at the competition www-pages after the 
race.

28. PRIZE GIVING CEREMONIES

Prizes will be awarded at Yläne School 2 hours after the 
finishing time of each class.

In 24 h race there will be medals to the three best team of 
every class. 

There will also be some other prizes, the amount of which 
depends of the amount of competitors in each class.

There is no prizes in the 4 hour open race. 

There will be a ballot among all the competitors - the 2 
winners of the ballot will receive a Suunto Spartan Ultra 
Black sport watch. In the 24h MO, WO and XO classes the 
winners are rewarded with Suunto 3 Fitness Black watches.

29. USING EXERCISE BENEFITS

Finnish teams can also pay the entry fee with finnish 
exercise benefits, as follows

- Smartum Exercise and Culture voucher
- Smartum on line payment:   
https://oma.smartum.fi/fi/venues/12867
- “Virikesetelit”
- ePassi/sportti, site code: 57015

Using exercise vouchers they must be mailed by registration 
to the Competition secretary: IVK / Jenna Viherlaakso, 
Lankakatu 5 C 11, 20660 Littoinen.

All excercise vouchers and payments are personal. You can 
only pay your own fee with your vouchers.

30. CLIMATE

During years 2014-2018 on 
competition area in 24.-25.8,
 
- the arithmetic mean of the lowest day temperature is 
10,7 degrees Celsius, varying between  6,5 and 15 degrees 
Celsius.

- the arithmetic mean of average day temperature is 15,7 
degrees Celsius, varying between 11 and 20 degrees 
Celsius.

- the arithmetic mean of the 
highest day temperature is 21,5 
degrees Celsius, varying between 
16 and 25 degrees Celsius.

According to the statistics of the 
years 2009-2018, it is more likely 
to have some rainfall on an August weekend than no rain 
at all. 

Sun sets on saturday 24.8.2019 at 21:02 and rises on 
sunday 25.8.2019 at 06:04. The duration of the twilight is 
50 minutes.

31. PHOTOGRAPHING

The competitors will be photographed by the organizers. 
The photos will be published on the competition www-
pages, Facebook pages and Twitter. With the picture, also 
the name of the competitor may be published. Photos will 
also be delivered to the press and they might be used in 
the advertisements of future competitions. By registration 
to the competition the competitor allows the use of 
photographs of him/her to the purpose mentioned above. 
If a competitor wants to deny the use of photographs of 
him/her, he/she should inform the competition secretary 
by email sm2019@turkurogaining.fi latest on friday 
23.8.2019 at 18.00.

 
32. MISSING OBJECTS

If some of your equipment gets lost, you can ask after them 
by email, sm2019@turkurogaining.fi

33. REGISTRATION, CLASSES AND 
ENTRY FEES

Registration at http://turkurogaining.fi/sm2019 .

Classes

24h, 24 hour by foot (Finnish Rogaining Championships)
8h, 8 hour by foot
8h MTB, 8 hour mountain bikes  
4h,  4 hour public race.

Age classes (24 h)

MO Men open
WO Women open
XO Mixed open
MY Men under 23 years
WY Women under 23 years
XY Mixed under 23 years
MV Men Veteran 40+
WV Women Veteran 40+

https://oma.smartum.fi/fi/venues/12867
mailto:sm2019@turkurogaining.fi
http://turkurogaining.fi/sm2019
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XV Mixed Veteran 40+
MSV Men Superveteran 55+
WSV Women Superveteran 55+
XSV Mixed Superveteran 55+
MUV Men Ultraveteran 65+
WUV Women Ultraveteran 65+
XUV Mixed Ultraveteran 65+

8h MTB classes: MO, WO, XO

Entry fees

    Paid by 31.3         Paid by 31.5        Paid by 4.8.

24 h     70 €/person          80 €/ person   95 €/ person  
8 h MTB    50 €/ person         60 €/ person   70 €/ person
8 h            50 €/ person         60 €/ person   70 €/ person
4 h            35 €/ person         45 €/ person   55 €/ person

34. RULES AND RULES INTERPRETATIONS

IRF rules with deviations announced by the organizer will 
apply.

Rules, 4.3.
The only navigational aids that may be carried on the 
course are magnetic compasses, watches and copies of 
the competition map. The possession of other navigational 
aids, including pedometers, altimeters and GPS receivers 
on the course is prohibited. The possession, at the event 
site, of maps that provide additional information not 
shown on the competition map is prohibited.

Rules interpretation in Finnish Rogaining Championships 
2019

It is allowed to use gps and other similar devices which 
do not have any display/screen. If team wants to carry a 
forbidden device other than mentioned above, it has to 
be sealed to the same sealing package with the oblicatory 
mobile phone. Forbidden devices which are not adequately 
sealed will be removed from teams during the start 
checking procedure. The organizers may apply checking 
for forbidden devices also during the race. Removed 
devices can be picked up from the competition office after 
the race.

While the competition area has no significant difference 
in altitudes, it is allowed to use devices which measure 
altitude differences only via atmospheric pressure.

35. ORGANIZERS & CONTACTS 

Organizing clubs: 

- Ilpoisten Vuorenkävijät ry 
- Turun Metsänkävijät ry.

Event Manager   Event Secretary
Juha Nappu   Jenna Viherlaakso
gsm +358 40 500 5522   
sm2019@turkurogaining.fi  sm2019@turkurogaining.fi

Competition Centre: gsm +358 44 575 9223 

The number of the Competition Centre is valid only on the 
competition weekend 23.-25.8.2019.

www.turkurogaining.fi/sm2019

facebook.com/turkurogaining
https://www.facebook.com/events/525957441158650/

Twitter: @turkurogaining
https://twitter.com/turkurogaining

Hashtag: #smroga2019

36. MERCHANDISE

T-shirts can not be ordered after 31.5.2019 any more. 

37. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FOR THE 
MTB CLASS

Bike ban in the competition center

Because of the compact size of the competition center, 
bikes are not allowed in the core of the center. This ban 
applies also to walking the bikes and carrying the bikes. 
Bikes are left outside the core of the competition center at 
a specific bike park. The restrictions for bikes are shown in 
the competition center map, which is published in Bulletin 
III. 

Bike ban of the Vaskijärvi Nature Park

Bikes may not be taken inside the Vaskijärvi Nature Park, 
but MTB class competitors may collect the controls inside 
the park by foot. The bike ban also applies to walking and 
carrying bikes in the nature park. Bikes must be left outside 
the park limits. 

The starting and ending boundaries of the Nobike zones 
are marked on the map with purple dashed line as follows:

http://www.tume.fi
mailto:sm2019@turkurogaining.fi
mailto:sm2019@turkurogaining.fi
http://www.turkurogaining.fi/sm2019
https://www.facebook.com/events/525957441158650/
https://twitter.com/turkurogaining
https://www.facebook.com/events/525957441158650/
https://twitter.com/turkurogaining
http://www.ivk.fi
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39. IDENTIFIERS AND CLOTHES OF THE OR-
GANIZERS

All organizers will have a Finnish Rogaining Champion-
ships ID-card and a FRC 2019 - Turku Rogaining tube scarf. 
Some organizers are also wearing a Finnish Rogaining 
Championships T-shirt.

40. JURY

The composition of the competition Jury is as follows:

Chairman Juha Nappu Event manager
Member Juhani Isaksson Vetter
Member Vesa Loikas Representantive 
    of the competitors

Jury can be contacted via Event Manager, 
+ 358 40 500 5522, sm2019@turkurogaining.fi

Start

MTB class start follows the same procedure as the foot 
classes, that is, without bikes. After the start the teams col-
lect their bikes from the bike park and are free to continue 
by riding the bikes. The distance from the start to the bike 
park is approximately 160 meters. 

Finish

At the end of the competition, the MTB teams again leave 
their bikes in the bike park and then continue by foot to 
the Finish. The distance from bike park to the finish line is 
approximately 150 meters. 

Shoe recommendation

Note that the MTB class is not a typical MTB bike race nor 
a normal bike orienteering competition in which you can 
drive all the way to the control. In the rogaining MTB class 
the controls are the same with the foot classes and visi-
ting the controls typically requires walking/running some 
hundred meters from the road/path closest to the cont-
rol.  This means that you need shoes that also allow you to 
proceed by foot in the terrain.

Oblicatory equipment

All oblicatory equipment, also gps tracking device, must 
be carried on with competitors also when moving without 
the bike.

Prohibited equipment

The possession of prohibited navigational aids apply 
also to bike gear. You do not have to remove a distance/
speedometer mounted solidly to bike, but you must cover 
it´s screen for example by tape to prevent it´s use during 
the race.

38. OTHER SERVICES

An orinteering equipment store (Suunnistajan Kauppa) is 
located at the competition center. The store is open on 
Saturday between 07:30-14:00.

(ADVERTISEMENT)

WWW.GOLDENEARTH.EU
koodi: SMrogaining

Maailman suosituimmat 
oliiviöljyt Kreetan auringosta 

suoraan sinulle

With code: SMrogaining , you will get -10% discount



41. COMPETITION CENTER MAP
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42. CHAMPIONS YEAR 2018

Finnish rogaining championships 2018
8.-9.9.2018 Jämi

24 h

MO KARVAJALAD! Reigo LEHTLA  EST
  Alexander TONIS RUS

MV KARVAJALAD! Reigo LEHTLA  EST
  Alexander TONIS RUS

MSV Festina Lente Sulev Kuiv   EST
  Peep Eomois  EST

MUV UV Sepot Keijo Lakkinen  FIN
  Harri Mäkelä  FIN

WO Team Iida  Tanja Rannila  FIN
 Finland  Anne Polso   FIN

WV AMBER FOX Ilze Kremere  LAT
  Ieva Simsone  LAT

WSV zola Molotkova Zoia RUS
  Elena Lisenenkova RUS 
  Larisa Uspenskaya RUS

XO Pirunvuoren  Tarja Törmikoski FIN  
 Ponnistus  Kai Törmikoski  FIN

XV Pirunvuoren  Tarja Törmikoski FIN  
 Ponnistus  Kai Törmikoski  FIN

XSV Rekolan Raikas Helena Haapomaa FIN
  Eki Haapomaa  FIN

8 h MTB

8MTBMO Tiirismaan  Antti Nousiainen FIN
    Tamppaajat     Jaakko Soivio    FIN

8MTBWO Puuppola rules Kaisu Soivio  FIN
  Arja Nuolioja  FIN

8MTBXO Muurlan Vihuri Marko Jaatinen  FIN
  Satu Jaatinen  FIN

Finnish Scouts rogaining championships 2018
27.5.2018 Raisio

2 h

JH  Turun Metsänkävijät Karhunen Antti L-SP
  Kääriäinen Sami L-SP

JD  Raision KilliNallit Lähteenmäki Inka L-SP
  Alanen Anna L-SP

JHD Jaakon Samoojat Koskela Olli Häme
  Ollola Anna Häme

JH1518 Turun Sinikotkat Holmroos Sakari  L-SP
  Röntynen Leevi   L-SP

JD1518 Lätynkääntäjät Kolehmainen S. L-SP
  Suojanen E L-SP

JHD14 Oriveden Eräsudet Nummela Luukas  Häme
  Latva Raakkel Häme

The competition between the scout districts of Finland:  
Lounais-Suomen Partiopiiri

43. PARTICIPANTS 

Nationalities represented

277

    21

   11

    4

   1

  1

   1

316Total:
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44. PARTNERS

45. ORANIZERS
Organizing committee    
Event Manager     Juha Nappu IVK
Event secretary Jenna Viherlaakso      IVK
Course setter Timo Lainema TuMe 
Results manager  Hannu Arki  TuMe
Mapping  Juha Hiirsalmi  TuMe
Competition Center Manager Mikko Knuuti TuMe 
Service Manager  Samuli Laine  IVK
Hash House manager Helka Auer  IVK
     
Field Team    
Assistant course setter Kari Lehto             TuMe
Assistant course setter “Ruu” (Perro de Agua Español) 
Consultant/field team  Janis Krumins TuMe
Consultant/field team Kristaps Jaudzems TuMe
Contact of landowners Heikki Knuuti TuMe
Contact of landowners Sami Kääriäinen TuMe
Contact of landowners Jyrki Tuominen TuMe
Field mapper Anna Alanen TuMe
Field mapper Pekka Inki TuMe 
Field mapper Tapio Järvensivu TuMe
Field mapper Inka Lähteenmäki TuMe
Field mapper Tero Mäki TuMe
Field mapper Tapani Mäkinen TuMe
Field mapper Jussi Salonen TuMe
Field mapper Joni Tenhunen  TuMe
Field mapper Oxana Tenhunen TuMe
Field team member Ville Hiirsalmi TuMe
Field team member Villiam Saarinen TuMe
Field team member Pirjo Viitala TuMe
     
Competition Center
Competition Center team Matti Helen
Competition Center team Antti Knuuti TuMe
Competition Center team Teppo Kallioniemi TuMe
Competition Center team Hannu Karanko TuMe
Competition Center team Kirsti Knuuti TuMe
Competition Center team Esa Toivonen TuMe
     
Start and Finish team    
Start and Finish manager Simo Uusikartano TuMe
Start and Finish team Timo Alhoke TuMe
Start and Finish team Rauli Helkkula TuMe
Start and Finish team Pentti Hirvonen TuMe
Start and Finish team Marjo Hovirinta TuMe
Start and Finish team Seppo Lahtinen TuMe
Start and Finish team Rauli Lähteenmäki TuMe
Start and Finish team Heino Pakarinen TuMe
Start and Finish team Harri Poutiainen TuMe
Start and Finish team Markku Ritanotko TuMe
Start and Finish team Kalle Virtanen TuMe
     
Firts aid    
First aid manager Juho Tuure IVK
First aid team Arvi Auer IVK
First aid team Paula Kalpio IVK
First aid team Julius Karjalainen IVK
First aid team Jere Suomi IVK
First aid team Jori Torkkila TuMe
First aid team Marja-Leena Yrjönen IVK

     
Hash House
HH, assistant manager Meri Rouhiainen IVK
HH, shift manager Pauliina Banauliker IVK
HH, shift manager Katariina Ottosson PTP
HH, shift manager Pyry Rouhiainen PoPo
HH, team member Maria Arro IVK
HH, team member Vikram-Veikko Banauliker IVK
HH, team member Sofia Berhane-Mehari IVK
HH, team member Hanna Franssila  
HH, team member Carina Kanervavuori TP
HH, team member Kiia Kanervavuori PTP
HH, team member Kirsi Lainema TuMe
HH, team member Oona Martti IVK
HH, team member Pipsa Naarmala-Auer IVK
HH, team member Niina Nummela PTP
HH, team member Julie Parente IVK
HH, team member Leena Runsten IVK
HH, team member Ella Ståhlberg IVK
HH, team member Kaisa Teitti PTP
     
Huolto    
Assistant service manager Teppo Laine IVK
Assistant security manager Anne Tyrmi VeLu
Service team Juuso Junila VMV 
Service team Veera Kohtamäki TePa
Service team Niko Kotilainen IVK
Service team Lauri Lahtinen MPP
Service team Niko Lehti IVK
Service team Jami Lehtonen TEK
Service team Paavo Peltola IVK
Service team Anna-Lea Nissi UrVa
Service team Lauri Takala UEP
Service team Velmu Elo IVK
Service team Anton Vainio IVK
Traffic control manager Marika Hirvonen KST
Service team Asta Grönlund  
Service team Jari Grönroos  
Service team Roope Kankare  
Service team Mikko Lertola  
Service team Antti Suomela  
Service team Ville Toivanen JoPo
     
Competition office    
Assistant office manager Susanna Laine    IVK
Office team Anne Bergström AlJy
Office team Meri Jalonen Aljy
Office team Saana Luomala IVK
Office team Mika Malmivirta  IVK
Office team Salla Tossavainen  
     
Results team    
Results team member Eija Sulavuori TuMe

Media team    
Photographer Lauri Hollo KaPo
     
Vetting    
Vetter Juhani Isaksson

http://www.lsvsy.fi
http://www.grano.fi
http://www.kuralankartanotila.fi
https://www.suunnistajankauppa.fi/a15-turun-suunnistajan-kauppa-fi.html
http://www.sieravuori.fi
http://www.l-sp.fi
http://www.lounacom.fi
http://www.poytya.fi
http://www.suunto.com
http://goldenearth.eu/
https://www.intersport.fi/fi/kauppa/turku-hansa/

